God Is Revealing the Path That Leads to Your Destiny [Episode 98]
October 09, 2019
Hey friends, Doug Addison here. Welcome to my weekly Spirit Connection show. I’ll be
talking about the deep things of God, unpacking some things in dreams and spiritual
encounters.
Lord, we pray that You would open up the heavens right now. And you know, when we
talk about miracles, miracles can start to happen. When we talk about angels, they
show up. So Lord, we’re gonna talk about encountering Heaven. I pray right now that
the presence (that are behind these stories and encounters and testimonies) would
come now, in this webcast—in the room or the car where you are right now in Jesus’
name. Amen.
I’m excited. This is the time of year, when I’m recording this it’s October 2019, but you
can listen to it any time. And it’s the Days of Awe. I’ve already kind of gone into, in other
teachings anyway, I’ve gone into what that is. If you don’t know, just simply go out to
Wikipedia and put in the Days of Awe, and explains a little bit about it.
But on my Spirit Connection webcast, I’m gonna talk right now about some encounters
that I’ve had. And this is a time of year that God speaks. And God speaks all the time, of
course He does, 24/7. But there are certain times of the year that He speaks specifically
for a purpose. And this is the purpose of hearing God for your destiny, and especially for
the coming year. And again, you know, we’re not under the Jewish Law at all, but God
tends to operate on the Jewish calendar and the Gregorian calendar. It doesn’t matter.
He’ll operate on anything.
But we’ve noticed that this is a time when God will look at the Books of Heaven.
Psalm 139:16. You have a book, all the days of your life were written in His book, or in
your book of Heaven, before one of them took place. And this isn’t necessarily talking
about predestination or anything like that because you have a choice. You’ve been
given a choice to do things. So that people, you know, don’t decide what the Lord has in
mind, then something else will come. Or eventually, it might go off to someone else, and
that’s the complicated side of it. But there’s always a next choice. There’s always a time
that the Lord brings things to you.
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He’s like a loving father. Jesus said what kind of father would give a bad gift, you know,
and when He was describing the Father in Heaven … and God is the giver of good gifts.
And there’s a time, it’s called Yom Kippur, it’s the Day of Atonement, and it’s October 9.
But it doesn’t matter what day or anything when this happens. It’s the 8th and 9th,
sundown to sundown.
But I wanna unpack last year’s encounter in 2018, because the Lord told me, He said, “I
want you to talk about what happened last year because it has not yet taken place. The
enemy has overplayed his hand against people. And this is still available to you.”
But before I talk about last year, I wanna rewind back 9 years ago. And this was my first
dramatic encounter. In fact, it happened 9 years ago, and it was 2010. We were living in
Santa Maria, California. That’s where our office is still there. But we are now in Los
Angeles, you know, doing things on the internet.
Back then, I was in transition. I was moving from, you know, being one of the
forerunners in prophetic evangelism. I was moving more into the prophetic and hearing
God, and training people, and finding ways to get people to activate the prophetic words
that they already have. That was the season I was in.
It was Yom Kippur, September 2010. I went to bed, and then I went into this dream, but
yet it was so real. In fact, it was a vision because I can now close my eyes … I don’t
even need to close my eyes. It’s etched in my memory. It’s etched into my spirit. I
remember every detail about it. In fact, it was so detailed I ended up writing it out in a
story. Then I talked about it in places, not in any of my books just yet. But I had some
encounters, I don’t know, maybe it is, I don’t know. But I don’t remember putting this
one in.
It was my first Yom Kippur encounter in a dream that was more like a vision. And again,
it doesn’t matter how it comes to you. What matters is that God speaks to you. It doesn’t
matter how dramatic. You know, if God says to you that He loves you, and He gets you
to break down and turn your life around, that’s a powerful word even though it was just a
simple truth. Do you know what I’m saying? It’s the timing of things. It’s the way it
comes to you.
Well, this was during a very difficult time. And we were walking through some stuff in
transition, and I had been banned from speaking in some of the churches I helped start.
During this period of time, September 2010, in this encounter I’m suddenly taken into
this place. And it was a waiting room. And it said those … I don’t remember what the
sign was, but “Waiting for Your Calling,” or something like that.
And I was in this waiting room where people were called, you know. And then it got to
me and I was finally, I was the last one. I know I wasn’t called. And so I kinda tossed
this ticket I had, you know, and was gonna walk out. And this angel comes out, and he’s
dressed like a Jewish rabbi, a priest. And he comes out and he goes, “Doug Addison?”
And I go, “What?” And I said, “I think I tossed my ticket out,” you know. And he pointed
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to this board and my name was up there, and I was the last one on this board. This was
in 2010. And he was looking at my file, it was kind of comical. He was kind of sarcastic,
kind of Jewish, the rabbi beard, his glasses kind of down, and he looks at my file and he
says, “You have no idea who you are, do you?” And at the time, I remember, you know,
I didn’t know who I was. I mean, I didn’t realize the calling that I had on my life. And this
was the start.
And so, without going into all the details, the next scene I’m with this priest. But now
he’s no longer this sarcastic Jewish priest with the glasses on his nose. He’s now
dressed as an angel in full garb. You know, the full priestly outfit. And he had the
breastplate and gold, and the 12 stones that represented the 12 tribes of Israel on his
breastplate. And he was standing in this place of authority. And I was standing … now
this is symbolic too … so that you understand, this was an encounter. As a seer
prophet, I get these things. But back then, I wasn’t having this type of stuff happen. In
fact, this was the launch for me, and it was in a dream-type of vision.
So, the next thing happens is he comes out in his priestly garb, or his outfit. And I’m in
this tank, and it was like a baptismal. And it was kind of funny because I looked down
and there’s like a half-used bar of soap and, you know, the guy who was in there before
I realized ... I was like, whoa. Wow there was some stuff floating around in the water
and, you know, it wasn’t … anyway … It was just like someone went through a really
difficult cleansing time. I was thinking, wow, I hope mine isn’t that bad.
And then, so, the water suddenly became crystal clear, you know, and I was about to
walk through. He was opening this book, and it said Rite of Passage on it. And he was
gonna prophesy something over me, and I was gonna go through a process. And you
know, this is not anything to do with the Law, the Jewish Law, or anything like that. I had
already been redeemed by the blood of Jesus. But it was an encounter in Heaven to
show people that this stuff is real, and that God has books opened for you.
So then, in the encounter, next thing you know, I don’t know what happened, but the
next thing you know, I had made it through my testing. I had one last thing, it was called
the Final Sacrifice. It’s not … we weren’t sacrificing animals or anything like that … But
it was the Final Sacrifice, and I knew it was gonna cost me everything to walk into that
place.
It was like, almost like you would walk out on a jetway. It was a silver jetway that went
out to this, this, what looked something like a plane, I couldn’t describe it. It was a
heavenly encounter, and I knew it had to do with my calling and my destiny. But I didn’t
know the timing of it, I didn’t know anything else.
I came out of the dream, I was sweating, I went downstairs. Linda was up. I said, “Man,
I just had this radical encounter.” But again, like the priest said to me, the angel said,
“You don’t know who you are, do you?” I didn’t realize at that time that my calling was
big, and it was based on … This is what happened, is God calls us all, you know, and
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He calls us, but few make it through the testing. And so I knew that I was gonna go
through some testing, and that’s exactly what happened. And I was continuing to walk
through this time.
It was that same year that I got promoted into the office of prophet. Or office of prophet
is different. I’d been prophesying for a number of years. But then the Lord spoke to me
and some others around me, and it was … I don’t look at it as a title at all. I look at it as
a function. And now that I’m operating here for a number of years, I realize it’s way
different than just the ministry of prophecy or ministering, or the word of prophecy.
I started to move in that, but I had to walk through a time of deep, deep healing of pride,
rejection. I had to get healed of those things so that I could get the prophetic words like I
do now, and give those without having them come through the filter of my own stuff.
And I walked through a period of time when I had to get healed of many, many things
over the years.
And here we are, 9 years later, I’m now operating in a different place than I ever thought
I would. And I’m not sure if I’ve exactly made it through that final … I think I might be in
that final testing time right now, where I’m moving into a place, you know, where I’m
impacting the entire world through the internet.
Now Bob Jones, the prophet, had given me a dream … He’d had a dream about me
that I was actually ministering on the internet. And that was before … He didn’t even
know it was the internet. He thought it was a fax, is what he said. And he had this, all
this complicated things I was gonna do and bring glory. That’s what I’m doing right now.
I’m fulfilling those things.
So I’m …. This is fast-forwarding you now. This was 8 years later. Last year, September
20th, I had this encounter. And I had this dream in which I saw where we were going for
this year. It was a gateway. It was a doorway this big. Now this was on the night of Yom
Kippur, I had the dream. The gateway, the doorway to go into the new season, would
only fit you, however wide you were, that’s how you had to squeeze through it. And you
couldn’t bring your old stuff. And the Lord said to me, “As you’re moving into the new
season …” Now this was in 2018 to right now. He said, “You can’t take the things from
the old season into the new season.”
I knew that we would have to make some adjustments, and sure enough we’ve had to
do that, and it was costly for us. We had to give up some things that had gotten us by.
You know, doing online trainings every month, and doing stuff like that had gotten us
through, and ministered to thousands of people all over the world. But I knew at one
point in 2018 I had to lay that down and look for the new. And that’s what we’re doing
right now. I’m doing this weekly show on the internet. I’m ministering more in Hollywood.
But this all came at my Yom Kippur encounter last year.
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So, let me give you this. What happened is I got up and, quite often the Lord will use the
Bible as … actually always does this with me now. It used to, as a seer, I would see
visions and dreams, then I would look them up in the Bible. Sometimes the Lord would
tell me where they were, but sometimes I had to say, “Wow, is this biblical?” But that all
shifted in 2017. That all shifted when I had 50 days in Heaven, where I had encounters
where it started in the Bible. And I would pray, I’d take communion, I’d worship the Lord,
and then He would either speak to me a verse or that, you know, my Bible … I would
open my Bible, and then it would be right there with what He was gonna do.
Well, that’s what happened last year at Yom Kippur. I entered the spirit that morning,
September 20th, and Jeremiah 6:16 … I opened the Bible to this, and I started having
what I call an interactive vision. That’s where I’m interacting in the spiritual realm, and
I’m still sitting here. I don’t know if you’ve ever gone slain in the Spirit or anything like
that, but sometimes you’re aware of your surroundings or the presence of the Lord
comes on you. But you could get up and move around. That’s kind of how it felt. I felt
the heaviness of the Lord. That’s how some of these encounters are. I’m trying to help
you to understand this.
Last year … and I want you to go out on the internet. Search “the ancient path” and my
name, Doug Addison. And you can read this. But this is going on right now. And here’s
Jeremiah 6:16, this is what’s happening. The Lord said, “I want you to tell people now,
in 2019 …” That not all the people, many people didn’t get this, because the enemy
came against you, so it’s still available. So, Jeremiah 6:16:
This is what the Lord says, “Stand at the crossroads and look; ask for the
ancient paths, and where the good way is, and walk in it, and you will find rest
for your souls. But you said, ‘We will not walk in it.’” Jeremiah 6:16.
So, here I am in this encounter. It’s a dreamlike vision encounter. I’m not sleeping at
night. This is in my chair. It’s right here that I have in my encounter room here. And I
was standing at the crossroads of Jeremiah 6:16. There were several different
directions and roads that we could take.
And the Lord said, “These are the choices and the paths that are available to people
this year.” And He asked me to choose my pathway of life. And as I looked, there were
many of them. Boy, some of them were well-traveled with people, you know, that look
familiar, some of them look fun, you know, and there were all these different ones.
Some had a purpose and a cause.
But then I saw one. Almost missed it. It led up this mountain, and there was a sign that
was almost hidden, it said, “Ancient Path.” And it was very narrow, and it wasn’t easy.
The Lord saw that I was looking at this one, and He nodded in agreement. And then He
said, “I’ve offered the Ancient Path to many people, but most people have not wanted to
walk on this. And it’s too uncomfortable. It looks narrow and it’s very difficult.”
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And so, in the encounter, we started up the mountain. And we’d go single file, the Lord,
and there was other people as well, going up. And I felt … but, you know what? What I
thought was difficult, once I started going, I felt the Spirit of the Lord begin to move,
especially the higher up the mountain that I got. And when we got to the top, there was
a narrow gate at the top. And the narrow gate actually said the words, “Matthew 7:13”
on it … 7:13:
“Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate and broad is the road that
leads to destruction, but many pass through. But small is the gate and narrow is
the road that leads to life, and only a few find it.”
Now, we know that this talks about salvation. But in this case as well, the Lord says
He’s leading us. He said to me, “This year I’m opening up ancient paths that will lead to
this narrow gate. And gate and the narrow road will lead you into your destiny, into new
life.” And I looked around, and it was hardly anybody up there. In fact, I think that’s why
He wants me to release this again, because there’s people who are called to this. And
as we got to the top, there was a highway. There was a key. The Lord handed me a
key.
And the encounter continued the next morning. This was actually on the 19th, continued
the next morning on September 20, 2018. And I went right back into it, and this time it
was Isaiah 35:8:
And a highway will be there; that is called the Way of Holiness; and it will be for
those who walk in the way. The unclean will not journey on it, and the wicked
fools will not be allowed on it. Isaiah 35:8.
And as I was standing next to the Lord, He handed me a key. And this key said, The
way to the gate that leads to the way of holiness.” And I looked in front of me, and there
was a golden gate. It was locked, and in the encounter, I knew that this was, you know,
it was partly in Heaven, it was partly on Earth. It was one of those strange things.
But the Lord says, “I’m calling many people right now to walk on the Highway of
Holiness. But you must first choose the Ancient Path and go through the Narrow Gate,
and discover the Way of Holiness. You can’t just walk on that.” Fact, I haven’t even
been through there yet. I have not made it to that Way of Holiness.
And these are the ones who’ve suffered … the Lord says if you’ve gone through
suffering, that you are about to move into these times. I was shocked how few people
were actually there walking on the Way of Holiness. But what seemed to be obscure,
that narrow path, you would have missed. Now let me explain what that means. What it
means to be the Ancient Path, the ancient ways. I doesn’t mean like the old, you know,
this is suddenly gonna be like the revivalists of the past, you’re gonna be moving in the
same thing as the tent ministries.
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In fact, it wasn’t that at all. It was anointings and things that had been saved. Like
Jesus, when He came, He came and fulfilled … it says that I will open my mouth in
parables. It was a psalm. You know, hundreds of years before He fulfilled a psalm that
said, “I will open my mouth in parables and utter things that have been hidden from the
creation of time.”
And that’s what this is. These are new things that were made for now. These are
callings that have been set aside. Assignments is what they were. Assignments to walk
up that Ancient Path and to pick up the things. I didn’t really see any, like, previous, you
know, wells of revival and things like that. These were new things. But it was walking in
a way … you know, it was walking with the Lord in a closeness that most people had
not walked in.
Now, this was Yom Kippur a year ago. Here we are one year later as I’m recording this.
And I actually began to move in things where God began to show me different things,
you know, revelation and things about Heaven, and started to interact more with it. I
have walked through, the last year, this, what I would call preparation to walk on the
Way of Holiness.
And I have not done it yet fully. I’m still in the process of walking through, you know,
cleaning things up from the past. And this doesn’t mean … First of all, holiness is more
about intimacy with the Lord. And you can’t just suddenly become holy by obeying rules.
You know, you have to actually walk at a level of intimacy with the Lord that makes you
want to not to do anything.
There’s times now, honestly in this last year, I can’t even watch things on TV anymore.
I’ve never been that way. I’ve been kind of an evangelist in, you know, if you saw me in
Father of Lights, I operated out there on Venice Beach, and in night clubs and things
like that. I tell you, this year when I started to walk on the Way of Holiness … I’m not
sayin’ I won’t do outreaches anymore, but I’m just sayin’ that there’s suddenly … I’m
being prepared. And many people, maybe you too, are being prepared to walk in a way
that you’ve never walked before. And God is giving keys right now to at … these are
that spiritual authority to be able to walk in the ways of holiness.
But the process that you need to do is look for the Ancient Path. And it starts with the
Jeremiah 6:16. I want you to read this, the Jeremiah 6:16, the pathway of life. And the
Lord’s asking us right now to choose this. Do you want to do this? Many people missed
it. Many people got busy, or the enemy worked overtime. That’s why the Lord says, “I
want you to release this on your Spirit Connection, talk about how the encounters work,
invite people in. And also unpack this a little bit more about what the Lord’s doing this
year.”
And we’re moving into a time where God is preparing us for what is known in Heaven as
the Great Revival. Now I started having encounters in Heaven in 2017. It was right
around March, April, into May of 2017. I had 50 days similar—almost identical—to this
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type of thing. But they’d be two to three hours where I would have interactive visions,
and I would have to dictate the words into my journal or into a Word document because
they were so detailed. And I did that. And at the end of it the Lord gave me strategies,
He showed me blueprints, He showed me what was gonna happen during the Great
Revival, that’s the Billion Soul Harvest that we know is still yet to come.
And this is why we started InLight Connection. We started InLight Connection to fulfill
Bob Jones’, a prophet who’s now in Heaven, to fulfill the prophecy that we saw him
speak on … We got hold of a video tape of Bob speaking about the Billion Soul Harvest.
About these things. And I tell you, the presence of the Lord came, we didn’t know Bob, I
was a out-of-work pastor at the time. And within one year we sold it all immediately and
started the ministry that we do right now.
In fact, InLight Connection just turned 18. Talk about the rite of passage! My ministry’s
now an adult. And we turned … 18 years ago, we started, in fact it was in September of
2001, and I had just been healed of an incurable genetic disease. That’s why I was
really concerned about being able to move forward in ministry. I got healed of
Huntington’s disease, and then I began to move forward. Linda and I, we sold it all,
literally, and started the ministry, InLight Connection.
We then began to operate … my way of operations, find someone who’s doing what you
feel called to do, mentor or read their books. And for me, it was outreach, dream
interpretation and the prophetic. So we joined the staff of John Paul Jackson at Streams
Ministries in 2002. And we were only there a year, I became the National Dream Team
Coordinator. Learned a lot. Stayed connected with them. Then in 2003, we moved back
to California, this time to Los Angeles, where my wife is from. And we continued to grow
InLight Connection, where we’d been here and there ever since then.
But I’m saying this because God gave us a vision to fulfill. It was a vision of the harvest.
And I believe the Lord is doing something. What … I didn’t even know Bob Jones, and
suddenly within one year, God said I was gonna help fulfill his calling. I had no idea. I
didn’t try to make that happen.
Within one year, actually within a few months, I’m sitting in the Green Room, John Paul
Jackson, Bob Jones, and I’m telling him about these encounters and all the things that
had happened. Over the next few years, we got to mentor with John Paul, with Bob
Jones, Larry Randolph, Bobby Conner, Patricia King, Stacey Campbell. Many people
that had sown into my life. And here I am now. 18 years later. Here we are.
God is moving in a new way. I believe He’s gonna release a vison for you. And I just
recorded a video actually because we’re moving to this time. I’m telling you this right
now because one year ago, what the Lord said to me, He said you’re gonna need to, as
part of this prophetic word, the Ancient Paths word, He said, “You’re gonna need to let
go of some of the things of the past.”
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I knew for me it was the online training webinars which I’ve been doing since 2015. And
they had really helped us because I used to travel and speak at conferences. In fact, I
traveled 150 days a year for 10 years. I had the anointing to do it. And then the Lord
shifted that over me and gave me the strategy of the internet.
So He blessed me through the internet. And during that time, I was increased four times
on the internet with internet strategies so that I could do things like go and do what God
called me to do, when He called me to do it. I wouldn’t have to worry about getting
offerings or anything like that. I’m not sayin’ anything bad, I’m just saying that I needed
the freedom. And that’s where I’ve been now, stepping into. And this is the strategy I
believe God’s gonna give you.
But I had to step away from that, and it was costly for us. He said, “I want you to now
minister more in Hollywood, that’s where we live, we live in west Los Angeles, right on
the edge of Santa Monica. We can actually see the Hollywood sign up on the high
place, up on the hill. And we’ve been in this particular place for, it’s our fifth year in here.
The Lord called us … of course, we’re just renting because it’s very expensive here, but
He called us to open the heavens. And that’s what I’ve done.
This is where I’ve had, this very room right now, is where I had the encounters into
Heaven. And it’s been a rough time, but we now see things. We just saw a producer.
This is, you know, a high-level producer. I can’t say his name. He came to the Lord. We
just, we’re seeing things happen. The Lord said, “I want you to start ministering more
into Hollywood right now. I want you to produce …”
Something that He called me to a while ago is a weekly show, and the outreaches on
tape more that I used to do. But now He’s calling me back to that. And we’re gonna see
some things. And I got to go prophesy in the state government in California. I was
stunned to find out that my prophetic words, my daily words even, are being used in
political offices. They’re being used all over the world right now. I’m just encouraged.
And I’m gonna release this over you right now.
If you feel called to do something but it hasn’t taken off, I want to encourage you to read
over this word I’ve got right now about the Ancient Path. I want you to listen to this
again. Ask the Lord to speak to you, to give you the key to what it is that He’s calling
you to do this year. Because this prophetic word has not been fully fulfilled, even over
me.
And so Lord, I release this right now. I release the ability to hear Your voice. I release
that. You know, it comes from the Lord, of course. But you know, I just release the
anointing that I have that would cause the heavens to open over you. And that dreams
and visions would begin to increase. I pray right now for the keys that we need right
now, in Jesus’ name. Amen.
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You know what? If you wanna find out more about the vision, go to
DougAddison.com/Vision where I talk about what we’re doing for the new year and
invite you, if you wanna respond, that’s the place. DougAddison.com/Vision.
All right, hope to see you soon.

If you enjoyed this podcast, please consider a donation to InLight Connection to help us
keep producing life-changing content. Visit DougAddison.com/Give.
Check out Doug's online store and save 20% on all purchases at DougAddison.store
with Coupon Code: DOUG20.
You can also subscribe to Doug’s Daily Prophetic Words and have them delivered
straight to your inbox for free! Sign up at DougAddison.com/DailyProphetic.
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